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Selling the Sights

2019-01-08

a fascinating journey through the origins of american tourism in the early nineteenth century thanks to a booming transportation industry americans began to journey away

from home simply for the sake of traveling giving rise to a new cultural phenomenon the tourist in selling the sights will b mackintosh describes the origins and cultural

significance of this new type of traveler and the moment in time when the emerging american market economy began to reshape the availability of geographical

knowledge the material conditions of travel and the variety of destinations that sought to profit from visitors with money to spend entrepreneurs began to transform the

critical steps of travel deciding where to go and how to get there into commodities that could be produced in volume and sold to a marketplace of consumers the identities

of americans prosperous enough to afford such commodities were fundamentally changed as they came to define themselves through the consumption of experiences

mackintosh ultimately demonstrates that the cultural values and market forces surrounding tourism in the early nineteenth century continue to shape our experience of

travel to this day

Japan Journeys

2015-04-28

presenting classic japanese woodblock prints japan journeys offers a unique perspective on the country s most famous travel destinations this stunning art book gathers

together approximately two hundred japanese woodblock prints depicting scenic spots and cultural icons that still delight visitors today many of the prints are by masters

such as utagawa hiroshige kitagawa utamaro and utagawa kunisada and currently hang in prestigious galleries and museums worldwide katsuhika hokusai the artform s

most celebrated artist is also well represented with many prints from his fifty three stations of the tokaido road series and thirty six views of mount fuji series including his



world renowned great wave print in addition to prints showcasing japan s natural beauty this carefully curated selection depicts roads and railways favorite pastimes such

as blossom viewing and attending festivals beloved entertainment such as kabuki theater the fashions they wore and the food they ate author andreas marks is a leading

expert on japanese woodblock prints and his illuminating captions provide background context to the scenes depicted

Cultural Tourism and Tourism Cultures

2002

this book presents a comprehensive and dynamic understanding of cultural tourism it examines cultural mediators and how they help tourists appreciate foreign cultures it

also shows how tourism experiences are strategically crafted by mediators the mediation process is complex and the various products are mediated differently a number

of different products are investigated including destination brand identities living cultures and everyday life art and history

Cultural Policy in Slovenia

1998-01-01

this collection brings together some of the most influential writers in the field to examine the complex connections between tourism and cultural change and the relevance

of tourist experience to debates on space time and identity

Touring Cultures

1997



kazakhstan travel guide this book was written by the author who traveled to kazakhstan and by the local experts this book is not a tourist guide in the usual sense it is a

set of useful information for independent travel this information will help you to save your money and time during the kazakhstan trip and even before it starts the book

contains information about the main sights of kazakhstan opening hours ticket prices and locations tourist routes and transport tips the book contains the most popular

secrets and advice from the locals experts historical and cultural sights eco tourism extreme activity cafÉ night clubs where to stay and shopping the most delicious things

to eat drink budget travel tips 3 reasons to buy this book simple guide to independent travel best sights information budget tips start kazakhstan travel today

KAZAKHSTAN Travel Guide

2020-03-10

this book unveils the legendary life and the mystic poems of the iconic chinese tang poet han shan known by his pen name cold mountain and investigates the

dissemination and reception of the cold mountain poems cmps attributed to him han shan and the cmps are amongst the most legendary literary landscapes and cultural

memories in the history of world scholarly exchange the maniac poet recluse hidden in the cold mountains the delicate poetic realms of confucianism buddhism zen and

taoism contained in the cold mountain poems and the incredible pervasiveness of its text travel and canon construction worldwide as well as the profound impact of cmps

on comparative literature world literature and chinese studies provide the perfect lens to learn about chinese language literature culture and society this book is thus

intended to investigate cmps in a coherent global context considering the vertical studies of the chinese literature polysystem it highlights the horizontal influence of cmps

literarily or non literarily furthermore it addresses the making and developing of the han shan phenomenon and its implications for translation studies travel writing canon

construction and literary historiography this book is for scholars researchers and students in literary history and east asian studies focusing on chinese literature and

culture and those interested in the history of poetry in general



Cold Mountain Poems

2023-07-28

this book will be a valuable source of information for those concerned with rural and farm tourism sustainable tourism and the marketing of calibri local gastronomy it

presents cases with an international and interdisciplinary approach in order to provide ideas for strategic perspectives in tourism studies furthermore for the first time the

complex fields of rural and food tourism are examined from an international italy and germany viewpoint this book explores ways in which gastronomical heritage i e

regional food organic food can be incorporated in rural tourism above all farm tourism and development policies as well as in new avenues of research e g sensory

marketing online marketing in order to enhance sustainable practices both in the tourism and in the agri food sector overall the book presents an overview of benchmark

practices for professionals associations of rural tourism farmers etc while offering scholars a well founded source to refer to in order to gain up to date insights into the

state of the art of studies on rural and food tourism

Food, Agri-Culture and Tourism

2011-02-09

the experience of music performance is always far more than the sum of its sounds and evidence for playing and singing techniques is not only inscribed in music notation

but can also be found in many other types of primary source materials this volume of essays presents a cross section of new research on performance issues in music of

the middle ages and renaissance the subject is approached from a broad perspective drawing on areas such as dance history art history music iconography and

performance traditions from beyond western europe in doing so the volume continues some of the many lines of inquiry pursued by its dedicatee timothy j mcgee over a

lifetime of scholarship devoted to practical questions of playing and singing early music expanding the bases of inquiry to include various social political historical or



aesthetic backgrounds both broadens our knowledge of the issues pertinent to early music performance and informs our understanding of other cultural activities within

which music played an important role the book is divided into two parts viewing the evidence in which visually based information is used to address particular questions of

music performance and reconsidering contexts in which diplomatic commercial and cultural connections to specific repertories or compositions are considered in detail this

book will be of value not only to specialists in early music but to all scholars of the middle ages and renaissance whose interests intersect with the visual aural and social

aspects of music performance

The Sounds and Sights of Performance in Early Music

2017-07-05

the perfect supplement to traditional guidebooks partyeuropes 429 pages are packed with over 600 reviews of fun and social day and night activities in the 14 hottest

european destinations the unique manner in which it is written enables young travelers to customize reviews to match their own definition of fun in order to maximize

every moment of their time abroad

Party Europe

2006-06

barbados travel guide this book was written by the author who traveled to barbados and by the local experts this book is not a tourist guide in the usual sense it is a set of

useful information for independent travel this information will help you to save your money and time during the barbados trip and even before it starts the book contains

information about the main sights of barbados opening hours ticket prices and locations tourist routes and transport tips the book contains the most popular secrets and

advice from the locals experts historical and cultural sights top 15 beaches extreme activity festivals car rental where to stay and shopping the most delicious things to eat



drink safety tips budget travel tips 3 reasons to buy this book simple guide to independent travel best sights information budget tips start barbados travel today

BARBADOS Travel Guide

2019-10-25

a new first edition dk eyewitness travel guide a wealth of history culture and natural beauty awaits in sri lanka an island nation located just off india s southern coast this

new first edition dk eyewitness travel guide sri lanka delivers the full dk eyewitness travel guides treatment including the famous cutaway illustrations of major architectural

and historic sights museum floor plans and maps dk eyewitness travel guide sri lanka includes everything a traveler needs to know to experience the best sri lanka has to

offer photography illustrations and maps show the sights of sri lanka in full color throughout while themed itineraries help travelers plan trips by length of stay and by

interest hotels and restaurant listings include dk choice special recommendations and an array of options for all budget levels the guidebook is organized with maps and

historical overviews for each region and neighborhood walking maps include restaurant locations by area as well as key sights not to miss expert travel writers explain the

stories the behind the sights and include overviews of the nation s history and culture so you always discover more about the places you visit from spectacular national

parks to manicured tea plantations beautiful beaches and the bustling capital city of colombo this country offers vacation options for all types of travelers and with

hundreds of full color photographs hand drawn illustrations and custom maps that illuminate every page dk eyewitness travel guide sri lanka truly shows you this

destination as no one else can

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Sri Lanka

2014-09-01

cruise tourism is one of the fastest growing sectors worldwide this book is the first of its kind to provide in depth insights into the emergence of mega cruise tourism in



destinations on the arabian peninsula and its impacts on local communities their spaces cultures identities and tourist experiences it offers a micro sociological analysis

calling for holistic participatory mindful approaches and to rethink current exploitative tourism planning and development it assumes a high political social and economic

importance within globalization it draws on a long term field study in an under researched region in asia that developed large scale tourism recently to diversify the

economy the book provides insights on the destination development from a state of continuous growth to a sudden fall in tourism activities due to a sudden shock caused

by the global health pandemic and its resilience it explores the sociocultural economic and spatial challenges faced in international tourism development and its power

relations analysed from different perspectives and within time it analyses time space compression overtourism urban tourism nature based tourism enclavization social

capital imaginaries cultural ecosystem services slow tourism as well as just tourism the book provides an innovative contribution to the planning and development of

tourism destinations communities and their spaces in which tourism operates in a fast pace it will be of interest to academics undergraduate and postgraduate students in

the field of tourism and hospitality management geography sociology anthropology urban planning and environmental sciences moreover the book will be useful for

practitioners and policymakers around the globe as well as all those interested in the fast emergence and the impacts of mega cruise tourism

Overtourism and Cruise Tourism in Emerging Destinations on the Arabian Peninsula

2023-07-31

the thailand travel guide is the most up to date reliable and complete guide to this wonderful place travelers will find everything they need for an unforgettable visit

presented in a convenient and easy to use format includes quick information on planning a visit navigating the location experiencing thai culture and exploring the beauty

of thailand thailand is a country on southeast asia s indochina peninsula known for tropical beaches opulent royal palaces ancient ruins and ornate temples displaying

figures of buddha a revered symbol in bangkok the capital an ultramodern cityscape rises next to quiet canal and riverside communities commercial hubs such as

chinatown consist of labyrinthine alleys crammed with shophouses markets and diners



Proposed Amendments to the American Indian Religious Freedom Act

1993

unsettling sights the fourth world on film examines the politics of representing aboriginality in the process bringing frequently marginalized voices and visions issues and

debates into the limelight corinn columpar uses film theory postcolonial theory and indigenous theory to frame her discussion of the cinematic construction and

transnational circulation of aboriginality the result is a broad interdisciplinary analysis of how indigeneity is represented in cinema supported by more than twenty rigorous

and theoretically informed case studies of contemporary feature films by both first and fourth world filmmakers in the united states canada new zealand and australia

columpar relies heavily on textual analysis of the films but also explores contextual issues in filmmaking such as funding personnel modes of production and means of

distribution part one of unsettling sights focuses on contact narratives in which the aboriginal subject is constructed in reactive response to a colonizing or invading

presence films such as the piano and the proposition wherein a white man goes native and the new world and map of the human heart which approach contact from the

perspective of an aboriginal character serve as occasions to examine the ways in which aboriginal identities are negotiated within dominant cinema part two shifts the

focus from contact narratives to films that seek to define aboriginality on its own terms with reference to a lost homeland and or indigenous practices of hi story telling

while texts such as once were warriors and smoke signals foster an engagement with issues of deterritorialization relocation and urbanization discussion of bedevil

atanarjuat and the business of fancydancing among others bring questions of voice translation and the relationship between cinema and oral tradition to the forefront

unsettling sights is the first significant scholarly examination of aboriginality and cinema in an international context and will be invaluable to scholars and students in many

fields including cinema studies anthropology critical race studies cultural studies and postcolonial studies



Thailand Travel Guide 2024

2010-03-11

the visual has long played a crucial role in forming experiences associations expectations and understandings of heritage images convey meaning within a range of

practices including tourism identity construction the popularization of the past through a variety of media and the memorialization of events however despite the central

role of the visual in these contexts it has been largely neglected in heritage literature this edited collection is the first to explore the production use and consumption of

visual imagery as an integral part of heritage drawing on case studies from around the world it provides a multidisciplinary analysis of heritage representations combining

complex understandings of the visual from a wide range of disciplines including heritage studies sociology and cultural studies perspectives in doing so the book provides

a comprehensive overview of the theoretical and methodological tools necessary for understanding visual imagery within its cultural context

Unsettling Sights

2016-12-05

the 23rd eurocall conference was organised by the cyprus university of technology language centre the theme of the conference was call communities and culture

between the 24th and 27th august 2016 over 135 presentations were delivered and 27 posters were presented 84 of these presentations appear in this volume of selected

peer reviewed short papers



Culture, Heritage and Representation

2016-12-18

decades ago malcolm x eloquently stated that communities have the legitimate right to defend themselves by any means necessary with any tool or tactic including guns

this wide ranging anthology uncovers the hidden histories and ideas of community armed self defense exploring how it has been used by marginalized and oppressed

communities as well as anarchists and radicals within significant social movements of the twentieth and twenty first centuries far from a call to arms or a how to manual

for warfare this volume offers histories reflections and questions about the role of firearms in small collective defense efforts and its place in larger efforts toward the

creation of autonomy and liberation featuring diverse perspectives from movements across the globe setting sights includes vivid histories and personal reflections from

both researchers and those who participated in community armed self defense contributors include dennis banks kathleen cleaver mabel williams subcomandante marcos

kristian williams george ciccariello maher ashanti alston and many more

CALL communities and culture – short papers from EUROCALL 2016

2018-01-01

tourism governance takes a systematic approach to reveal the varying internal and external dynamics that influence tourism policy and strategy across countries with

particular attention to the role of stakeholders and governmental scales the book offers a broad geographic representation highlighting the diversity of governance

relationships towards tourism in colombia egypt finland france india italy lebanon mexico oman poland portugal thailand tunisia turkey and united states two additional

chapters push beyond borders to examine tourism driven nongovernmental organizations and international tourism governance as the first and only comprehensive

comparative analysis of tourism across governmental systems tourism governance promises to be a platform for inspiring critical discourse on the forces that shape this



global industry

Setting Sights

2022-05-23

cd rom contains chapters from text glossary

Tourism Governance

2001

on october 19 1876 a group of leading french citizens both men and women joined together to form an unusual group the society of mutual autopsy with the aim of

proving that souls do not exist this is the story of this group of atheists who createdthe science of anthropology

Sights of Resistance

2003

a landmark book presenting the early deluxe versions of hiroshige s edo prints for the first time utagawa hiroshige s unique landscape series one hundred famous views

of edo modern day tokyo first published in the 1850s is among the best known collections of japanese prints and was revolutionary in its day individual prints from this

collection are regarded as among the finest works in all of japanese art in this series hiroshige captures 118 locations in and around edo today s tokyo during all four

seasons and often from hitherto unknown and unique perspectives these views were first printed in exquisite luxury versions incorporating innovative woodblock printing



features like color gradation no complete set of the early versions exists today and this is the first book to present a complete set of the deluxe early printings sourced

from 32 different museums and private collections author andreas marks consulted 4 700 prints in order to compile this definitive guide to hiroshige s one hundred famous

views of edo marks presents the various printed versions along with reference images showing how and where hiroshige sourced his ideas for each view from previous

books and illustrations the result is a definitive guide to understanding the complexity of hiroshige s great work as well as the dynamics of the japanese print market during

this period marks introduction discusses the genesis of the series in the context of japanese landscape art as well as hiroshige s personal biography the book then

presents all 118 prints together with their source materials and a map showing the locations of each view followed by a detailed appendix discussing the great color

variations found in subsequent printings of the series

The End of the Soul

2024-04-23

spyscreen is a genre study of english language spy fiction film and television between the 1930s and 1960s taking as his focus many well known films and television

series toby miller uses a wide range of critical approaches from textual interpretation audience studies and culturalhistory through auteurism imperial history class and

governmentality to genre cultural imperialism and gender beginning with an overview of the social and political background to the history production and analysis of spy

fiction topics discussed include the first canonical espionage movie the 39 steps key film noir texts such as gilda and the third man the figure of popular spies including

jamesbond and the importance of women to the genre the result is not just an insightful new study of key texts in this popular genre it is an important intervention in the

methodology and practice of screen studies



Hiroshige's One Hundred Famous Views of Edo

2003

moon travel guides find your adventure experience the open skies of the badlands the rolling prairies of the west and one of america s most famous monuments with

moon mount rushmore the black hills inside you ll find strategic flexible itineraries tailored for adventure seekers families history buffs art lovers road trippers and more

recommendations for outdoor recreation including hiking climbing fishing backpacking and more plus essential packing tips and health and safety information the top

experiences and unique ideas say hi to the carved granite faces of the presidents then hike red rock canyons and hills covered in ponderosa pine spot bison elk and

mountain goats and see wild horses roaming the grassy flatlands test yourself by climbing the tallest peak east of the rockies or get your adrenaline going at a local rodeo

visit historic sites galleries and museums to learn about lakota history soak in local hot springs pan for gold or enjoy the solitude of the prairie and sleep under a field of

stars how to respectfully connect with native american culture including visiting the crazy horse memorial and attending a powwow valuable insight from seasoned

adventurer and local expert laural a bidwell full color vibrant photos and detailed maps throughout up to date information on park fees passes directions and reservations

to mount rushmore badlands national park custer state park and wind cave national park coverage of gateway cities and towns including rapid city hill city and keystone

honest advice for families seniors international visitors travelers with disabilities and traveling with pets thorough background on the culture history wildlife and terrain with

moon mount rushmore the black hills you can plan your trip your way craving more of the great outdoors check out moon zion bryce or moon yellowstone grand teton for

full coverage of america s national parks check out moon usa national parks the complete guide to all 59 national parks

Spyscreen

2016-05-17



cluj napoca in transylvania is now part of romania but was once a hungarian town and still retains many ethnic hungarians this book examines nationalist politics in cluj

transylvania and the wider region and also the more fluid terrain on which ethnicity and nationhood are experienced and understood in everyday life

Moon Mount Rushmore & the Black Hills

2006

although the content of historical geography may be viewed from different perspectives there is no doubt that historical geography has interdisciplinary character the

publication represents an outcome of cooperation among geographers and historians within the historical geography research centre that continues more than forty years

old tradition of common researches in czechia beside discussing the disciplinary origins the most vital research topics of present czech historical geography are reflected

in its contents transformations of landscapes historical towns and of regions

Nationalist Politics and Everyday Ethnicity in a Transylvanian Town

2019-03-19

top 100 aruba travel tips this book was written by the author who traveled to aruba and visited the most interesting famous and beautiful places aruba is a world class

country with world class things to see and do it s a country you can visit many times and still find something fun and interesting to do we are going to look at 100 of the

best things to do when you visit aruba be sure to check them out ok let s get started the book contains the most popular secrets and advice from the locals experts must

know information historical and cultural sights top 15 beaches extreme activity aruba nightlife where to stay the most delicious things to eat drink holidays with kids in

aruba useful tips for tourists 3 reasons to buy this book simple guide to independent travel best sights information advice from the local experts start aruba travel today



Historical Geography in Czechia: Themes and Concepts

2014-08-19

each of the hawaiian islands offers a world of its own how can you choose just one island hopping is an art not a science in this full color guide hawaii resident kevin

whitton tells you everything you need to know to plan the perfect getaway the book covers o ahu maui lana i moloka i kaua i and the big island of hawai i whitton also

provides a strategic two week itinerary covering all of the islands tips on how to choose the right island for you options for extending your stay on each island the perfect

island pairings and experiences that complement one another like fine wine added to a great meal information on getting from island to island by plane and ferry vibrant

photos and helpful planning maps complete with details on everything from the best beaches and restaurants to when to go for whale watching moon hawaiian islands

gives travelers the tools they need to create a more personal and memorable experience

ARUBA Travel Guide

2017-07-12

this title was first published in 2001 this text brings together a collection of empirical studies focusing on the relationships which minority ethnic audiences have with and to

media texts both mainstream and minority the media which comprise the focus for the essays include television film advertising magazines and the press the field of

media studies has moved beyond the model of media consumer as passive recipient towards individuals and groups who are altogether more engaged responsive and

critical but studies of the interactive media consumer often fail to consider the specific characteristics of race and ethnicity which come into play for minority ethnic

audiences and this book aims to add to the limited knowledge of the ways in which ethnic markers intervene in textual understanding and contestation



Moon Hawaiian Islands

2016-10-17

berlitz pocket guide malaysia is a concise full colour travel guide that combines lively text with vivid photography to highlight the very best that this diverse country has to

offer the where to go chapter details all the key sights on a tour of both peninsular malaysia and malaysia borneo from the dazzling architecture of kuala lumpur and the

world heritage sites of georgetown and melaka to the natural splendours of mount kinabalu and the world s largest orangutan sanctuary in sabah handy maps on the

cover help you to get around with ease to inspire you the book offers a rundown of the top 10 attractions in malaysia followed by an itinerary for a perfect tour of the

country the what to do chapter is a snapshot of ways to spend your spare time from shopping and sports to traditonal malay dance and theatre you ll also be armed with

background information including a brief history of the country and an eating out chapter covering its mouth watering cuisine there are carefully chosen listings of the best

hotels and restaurants and an a z to give you all the practical information you will need malaysia s diverse wildlife tropical beaches and dynamic capital city of kuala

lumpur are attracting more and more visitors each year with a record number of 24 7 million tourists in 2011 tourism malaysia berlitz pocket guide malaysia is the ideal

handy guide to this diverse and fascinating country combining concise information on where to go and what to do with great photography and full colour fold out maps

Black Marks

1959

at the dawn of the twenty first century education about and through the media has become a worldwide phenomenon and is playing an increasingly important role in

educational reform the theory and practice of media education have profited greatly from recent and intensive development and application of new information and

telecommunications technologies consequently the importance of media and information literacy is taking on an even greater urgency with this in mind the contributors to



this volume survey what has taken place over the last decade in different parts of the world examine the current state of theoretical conceptual and research development

and consider where media education is going and where it ought to go with two thirds of its 22 contributions coming from outside the united states media literacy around

the world is a genuine international effort with many leading media and information educators in the world taking part the work converts the notion of globalism from a

slogan into a working hypothesis the concerns in this volume are with literacy not just in computer technology but as a broad concern of the educational process

Berlitz Pocket Guide Malaysia (Travel Guide eBook)

2018-10-24

whether you want to get cultural on museum island explore berlin s complex history at checkpoint charlie walk in the footsteps of royalty at schloss charlottenburg or

sample a tantalizing array of street food from around the globe your dk eyewitness travel guide makes it easy to experience all that berlin has to offer from the

brandenburg gate to the tv tower berlin boasts an incredible array of iconic sights as well as a world renowned arts scene which has cemented the city s reputation as the

european capital of cool beyond the centre berlin offers beautiful green spaces and idyllic lakes which provide the perfect tonic to the excitement of the city our newly

updated guide brings berlin to life transporting you there like no other travel guide does with expert led insights trusted travel advice detailed breakdowns of all the must

see sights photographs on practically every page and our hand drawn illustrations which place you inside the city s iconic buildings and neighbourhoods dk eyewitness

berlin is your ticket to the trip of a lifetime inside dk eyewitness berlin you will find a fully illustrated top experiences guide our expert pick of berlin s must sees and hidden

gems accessible itineraries to make the most out of each and every day expert advice honest recommendations for getting around safely when to visit each sight what to

do before you visit and how to save time and money colour coded chapters to every part of berlin from unter den linden and alexanderplatz to the quiet charms of

prenzlauer berg and even further afield practical tips the best places to eat drink shop and stay detailed maps and walks to help you navigate the region country easily

and confidently covers around unter den linden museumsinsel alexanderplatz north mitte and prenzlauer berg friedrichshain tiergarten kreuzberg around kurfürstendamm

around schloss charlottenburg beyond the centre touring the country try our dk eyewitness germany want the best of berlin in your pocket try our dk eyewitness top 10



berlin about dk eyewitness at dk eyewitness we believe in the power of discovery we make it easy for you to explore your dream destinations dk eyewitness travel guides

have been helping travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993 filled with expert advice striking photography and detailed illustrations our highly visual dk

eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next adventure we publish guides to more than 200 destinations from pocket sized city guides to comprehensive country

guides named top guidebook series at the 2020 wanderlust reader travel awards we know that wherever you go next your dk eyewitness travel guides are the perfect

companion

Annual Conference on Problems of Schools in Transition from the Educator's Viewpoint

2012-10-25

dedicated to the growing field of food and drink tourism and culinary engagement sally everett offers a multi disciplinary approach to the subject embracing theories and

examples from numerous subject disciplines through a combination of critical theory reflections real life case studies media excerpts and activities examples of food and

drink tourism around the world as well as a focus on employability food and drink tourism provides a comprehensive engaging resource on the growing trend of food

motivated travel leisure suitable for any student studying tourism hospitality events sociology marketing business or cultural studies

Media Literacy Around the World

2023-03-02

when benito mussolini proclaimed that cinema is the strongest weapon he was telling only half the story in reality very few feature films during the fascist period can be

labeled as propaganda re viewing fascism considers the many films that failed as weapons in creating cultural consensus and instead came to reflect the complexities and

contradictions of fascist culture the volume also examines the connection between cinema of the fascist period and neorealism ties that many scholars previously had



denied in an attempt to view fascism as an unfortunate deviation in italian history the postwar directors luchino visconti roberto rossellini and vittorio de sica all had

important roots in the fascist era as did the venice film festival while government censorship loomed over italian filmmaking it did not prevent frank depictions of sexuality

and representations of men and women that challenged official gender policies re viewing fascism brings together scholars from different cultural and disciplinary

backgrounds as it offers an engaging and innovative look into italian cinema fascist culture and society

The Socialness of Things

2016-04-12

tom gunn had a life altering career change in 1975 when he went from an eight year stint as staff lawyer with the u s senate to a job in aerospace sales and marketing at

mcdonnell douglas he knew a lot about military appropriations and classified developments but almost nothing about marketing over the next twenty two years however

gunn and the team he assembled developed a process for strategic selling and marketing that delivered 250 billion in sales of military and commercial aircraft missiles

space systems and logistic support against strong and at times cutthroat domestic and international competition his book is both the story of that success and a handbook

for anyone who wants to learn about high powered selling about assessing the competition and understanding the customer and about using a defined process to shape

strategic planning gunn details that process step by step outlines cultural traps overseas and political realities at home and makes his points in selected case studies

DK Eyewitness Berlin

2002-05-07

this three volume reference series provides an authoritative and comprehensive set of volumes collecting together the most influential articles and papers on tourism

heritage and culture the papers have been selected and introduced by dallen timothy one of the leading international scholars in tourism research the third volume the



political nature of cultural heritage and tourism addresses contemporary issues such as heritage dissonance the debate on authenticity conflict and contested heritage sold

individually and as a set this series will prove an essential reference work for scholars and students in geography tourism and heritage studies cultural studies and beyond

Food and Drink Tourism

2014-10-15

this book strives to unmask the racial inequity at the root of the emergence of modern physical culture systems in the us progressive era 1890s 1920s this book focuses

on physical culture systematic non competitive exercise performed under the direction of an expert because tracing how people practiced physical culture in the

progressive era especially middle and upper class white women reveals how modes of popular performance institutional regulation and ideologies of individualism and

motherhood combined to sublimate whiteness beneath the veneer of liberal progressivism and reform the sites in this book give the fullest picture of the different strata of

physical culture for white women during that time and demonstrate the unracialization of whiteness through physical culture practices by illuminating the ways in which

whiteness in the us became a default identity category absorbed into the universal ideals of culture arts and sciences the author shows how physical culture circulated as

a popular performance form with its own conventions audience and promised profitability finally the chapters reveal troubling connections between the daily habits physical

culturists promoted and the eugenics movement s drive towards more reproductively efficient white bodies by examining these written visual and embodied texts the

author insists on a closer scrutiny of the implicit whiteness of physical culture and forwards it as a crucial site of analysis for performance scholars interested in how

corporeality is marshaled by and able to contest local and global systems of power
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